WORKSHOP
Unnamed

Unnamed

What is your BIG QUESTION?

MATH

How does your
Zip Code
determine your
insurance rates
for the car you
drive?

Does your math
proficiency
determine your
future wages?

Will the lack of
students in
science courses
impact the
environment.

What is your BIG QUESTION?

Access data on at
least four auto
insurance companies
in a specific decade.
Their rates and the
neighborhoods
throughout a diverse
city.

Insurance
com

How has
investment level
reacted to
regions in a
particular area?

How does gender
impact standard of
living in post WWII
America?

What can the past
teach me about what
the futrue has to offer

What is your BIG QUESTION?

If women who
work in the home
were counted as
"employed", how
much bigger
would GDP be?

What type of data do you
need?

Why do
graduation rates
vary by schools
in the same
school district?

Why do
graduation
rates differ
by state?

How does
education level
impact personal
economic
outomes?

How does
gender
impact
wealth?

influenced by
where you
live?

Use historical
What type of data
do
you
maps, surveys,
need?
stories, stock
- Status of Forces
market info
survey
(historical)
- Federal
Consumer
complaint
databases

Education
level data

Academic
levels
Income levels

What is your BIG QUESTION?

How will a higher
education boast my
earniong potential in
What
type
of
the future?

need?

TECH/
CAREER
Would a college
education
change a
person's life?

How will the
coronavirus
affect the global
economic
situation

Is college
worth it?

What technical
industries have
already existed
in the district?

What is the
economics satu of
renters vs owners in
Are the benefits of diffeent areas of What
the
Fed intervention intocity and why did they
markets and the
choose that?
economy greater
than the costs?

Why do soe
neighbors have nie
homes and update
them and others
ring down the
propery aude?

Does the free
market benefit
one socioeconomic class
over another?

How does
which school
you attend
is your BIGinfluence
QUESTION?
how
you live?

Why do life
expectancies
differ by race?

What is scarcity? How
many things can you
buy without ever
running out? How does
this affect the decisions
you make?

OTHER

What type of data do you
need?

Census data

www.claritas360.com

Did panddemic
How
is
the
average
benefits cuase
wage rate in the odd
unemployment
To
what
extent
job market in
among low
should
the
Fed
Danbury area
skilled labor?
compared with the abandon its dual
state minimum wage monetary policy
level
mandate?

How does lack
of college
education
impact future
voting?

What can be done to
increase the amount of
recreational activities
available to teenagers
in your neighborhood?

Tax return
data do
you
data

What can a one-stopcenter workers do
the help the
residents to build up
their stem/tech
careers?

ECONOMICS

What type of data do you
need?
census data
(quantitatve)
and interviews
(qualitative)

How does a person's
dedicated
savings plan
What is your
BIG QUESTION?
from early on influence
a
growth
of
assets
later
How do you
in
life
(and
how
does
evaluate
this lead to enhanced
quality of
investing, etc)?

PERSONAL data sources?
How is access
FINANCE
to credit

What type of data do you
need?

How do
governments
address
economic
inequality

What is your BIG QUESTION?

SOCIAL
STUDIES

claritas360 is
a great
zipcode
source

Why are young
adults less likely
to participate
"Traditionally" in
the Stock
Market?

level and grades.
College math
courses and
grades.

Is there info on
the breakdown
of EV onwership
by zip code?

SCIENCE

HISTORY

What type of data do you
need?
Highschool math

How does
military service
influence your
post military
lifestyle for
minorities?

What is your BIG QUESTION?
Is th a current topic
that you have an
interesst in and
does it help of hurt
the economiy

How does your
MOS in the
military impact
your post
military lifestyle
for minorities?

Business Law:
When is my
name not
really mine?

(1) Unemployment
datat
(2) Geographical
Data: Study various
maps
countries with other
(3) Labor
economic systems a
participation rate
Income
quintiles,
employment
sector data, gini
coefficients

survey,
interview

What type of data do you
need?
Who wins and
who looses,
what are the
oportunity cost s
involved?

Contract and
copyright law.
Marketing
tactics.

Data the SEP and private
economic forecasts of real
econ growth, inflation and
employment; yield curve;
financial market performance;
distribution of employment
and wage gains; Beige book;
fiscal policy measures;
national debt; SOMA portfolio

